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a b s t r a c t 

This paper studies the sources of agglomeration economies in cities. We begin by incorporating within 

and cross-industry spillovers into a dynamic spatial equilibrium model in order to obtain a panel data 

estimating equation. This gives us a framework for measuring a rich set of agglomeration forces while 

controlling for a variety of potentially confounding effects. We apply this estimation strategy to detailed 

new data describing the industry composition of 31 English cities from 1851 to 1911. Our results show 

that industries grew more rapidly in cities where they had more local suppliers or other occupationally- 

similar industries. We find no evidence of dynamic within-industry effects, i.e., industries generally did 

not grow more rapidly in cities in which they were already large. Once we control for these agglomera- 

tion forces, we find evidence of strong dynamic congestion forces related to city size. We also show how 

to construct estimates of the combined strength of the many agglomeration forces in our model. These 

results suggest a lower bound estimate of the strength of agglomeration forces equivalent to a city-size 

divergence rate of 1.6–2.3% per decade. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

What are the key factors driving city growth over the long

erm? One of the leading answers to this question, dating back to

arshall (1890) , is that firms may benefit from proximity to one

nother through agglomeration economies. While compelling, this

xplanation raises further questions about the nature of these ag-

lomeration economies. Do firms primarily benefit from proxim-

ty to other firms in the same industry, or, as suggested by Jacobs

1969) , is proximity to other related industries more important?

ow do these forces vary across industries? What role does city

ize play in industry growth? How can we separate all of these

eatures from the fixed locational advantages of cities? These are

mportant questions for our understanding of cities. Their answers

lso have implications for the design of place-based policies, which

an top $80 billion per year in the U.S. and are also widely used in

ther countries. 1 

Not surprisingly, there is a large body of existing research ex-

loring the nature of agglomeration economies. This study builds
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: whanlon@econ.ucla.edu (W.W. Hanlon), am3559@ 

olumbia.edu (A. Miscio). 
1 The New York Times has constructed a database of incentives awarded 

y cities, counties and states to attract companies to locate in their area. 

he database is available at http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/12/01/us/ 

overnment-incentives.html . 
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n two important strands of this literature. 2 One approach uses

ong-differences in the growth of city-industries over time and re-

ates them to rough measures of initial conditions in a city, such

s an industry’s share of city employment or the Herfindahl index

ver major city-industries ( Glaeser et al., 1992; Henderson et al.,

995 ). The main concern with this line of research is that it ignores

uch of the richness and heterogeneity that are likely to character-

ze agglomeration economies. A more recent approach allows for a

icher set of inter-industry relationships using connection matrices

ased on input-output flows, labor force similarity, or technology

pillovers. These connections are then compared to a cross-section

f industry locations ( Rosenthal and Strange, 2001; Ellison et al.,

010; Faggio et al., in press ). 3 A limitation of this type of static

xercise is that it is more difficult to control for locational funda-

entals in cross-sectional regressions. 

Our approach builds on these previous studies, but also seeks

o address some of the remaining issues facing the literature.
2 There are several other strands of the agglomeration literature which are less 

irectly related to this paper. Other alternative approaches use individual-level 

age data ( Glaeser and Mare, 2001; Combes et al., 2008; 2011 ) or firm-level data 

 Dumais et al., 2002; Rosenthal and Strange, 2003; Combes et al., 2012 ) to inves- 

igate the effects of city size. See Rosenthal and Strange (2004) and Combes and 

obillon (2015) for reviews of this literature. 
3 These studies are part of a broader literature looking at the impact of inter- 

ndustry connections, particularly through input-output linkages, that includes work 

y Amiti and Cameron (2007) and Lopez and Sudekum (2009) . 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jue.2017.01.001
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jue
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jue.2017.01.001&domain=pdf
mailto:whanlon@econ.ucla.edu
mailto:am3559@columbia.edu
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/12/01/us/government-incentives.html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jue.2017.01.001
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Specifically, this study contributes to the existing literature in five

ways. First, while this is primarily an empirical paper, we begin

by introducing a new dynamic spatial equilibrium model of city-

industry growth. This model incorporates a rich set of within-

and cross-industry spillover effects, which allows us to ground our

study of these agglomeration forces in a theoretically-consistent

framework. Recent work has highlighted the need for theoretical

foundations in this literature. 4 

Second, motivated by the theory, we introduce a panel-data

econometric approach for estimating the magnitude of agglomera-

tion forces. 5 The key feature of our approach is that we are able to

estimate the importance of dynamic agglomeration forces related

to industry scale, cross-industry connections, and city-size in a uni-

fied framework, while dealing with fixed locational fundamentals

and time-varying industry-specific shocks. Previous research has

examined these elements separately, but we are not aware of ex-

isting work that studies all of these effects in a unified way. In

addition, the use of panel data offers some well-known advantages

relative to the cross-sectional or long-difference methods used in

most existing work. However, applying this approach to study ag-

glomeration economies requires overcoming challenges related to

identification and correlated errors. Our study makes progress in

this direction, allowing us to address some of the identification

concerns present in previous work. The approach that we develop

can potentially be applied in a wide range of settings in which

consistent panels of city-industry employment data can be con-

structed. 

Third, to implement our approach, we construct a rich dataset

describing the evolution of city-industry employment over six

decades. The availability of detailed long-run city-industry data

has been a major impediment to previous work on agglomeration

economies. The database constructed in this study helps address

this deficiency. 6 These new data, which we digitized from origi-

nal sources, cover 31 of the largest English cities (based on 1851

population) for the period 1851–1911. This empirical setting of-

fers several important advantages. One advantage is the very lim-

ited level of government regulation and interference in the British

economy during this period due to the strong free-market ide-

ology that dominated British policymaking and the small size of

the central government. 7 A second important advantage is that we

are able to study agglomeration using consistent data over many

decades. Studying agglomeration over a long time period is desir-

able because the time needed to build new housing, factories, and

infrastructure means that it may take years for cities to respond

to changes in local productivity levels. Our data are also quite de-

tailed; they come from a full census and cover nearly the entire

private sector economy, including manufacturing, transportation,
4 See the handbook chapter by Combes and Gobillon (2015) . 
5 Our panel data approach builds on previous work by Henderson (1997) and 

umais et al. (1997) . See also Combes (20 0 0) and Dekle (20 02) . A panel data ap- 

proach is also used in a recent working paper by Lee (2015) which uses data on U.S. 

manufacturing industries from 1880 to 1990 to study static agglomeration forces. 
6 Recently, other databases of this type have been developed using data from the 

U.S. County Business Patterns by Duranton et al. (2014) and from the U.S. Census of 

Manufacturers by Lee (2015) and others. 
7 This contrasts with modern settings, where the list of confounding factors in- 

cludes place-based government policies, local land-use regulations such as zoning, 

environmental policies that vary across locations, local tax incentives, variation in 

the local burden of national taxation, as well as many other types of regulation. 

These factors can also affect city growth, making it more difficult to identify and 

quantify the role of agglomeration forces. To cite some examples, Kline and Moretti 

(2013) describe the impact of place-based government policies in the U.S. The role 

of local land use regulations is highlighted by Gyourko et al. (2008) . Local environ- 

mental policies are studied by Henderson (1996) and Chay and Greenstone (2005) , 

among others. Greenstone and Moretti (2003) describe the impact of local tax in- 

centives, while Albouy (2009) describes how federal tax incentives distort urban 

growth. 
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etail, and services. A third advantage is that we are able to study a

ong-established urban system. This contrasts with the U.S., where

he open western frontier meant that the U.S. city system was in

ransition until the middle of the 20th century. 8 Our setting was

lso characterized by a relatively open economy with high levels

f migration into and between cities. 9 

Fourth, we provide new results on the strength of different

ypes of agglomeration and congestion forces for one empirical set-

ing. We find that (1) cross-industry effects were important, and

ccurred largely through the presence of local suppliers and occu-

ationally similar labor pools, (2) the net effect of within-industry

gglomeration forces was generally negative, and (3) city size had

 clear negative relationship to city growth. The presence of lo-

al buyers appears to have had little positive influence on city-

ndustry growth. We provide a variety of tests examining the ro-

ustness of these results. For example, we show that our main re-

ults are robust to dropping particular cities or particular indus-

ries. They are also robust to using an alternative set of matrices

easuring cross-industry connections, alternative functional forms

or modeling spillovers, or alternative industry definitions. We also

how that incorporating cross-city effects, such as market potential

r cross-city industry spillovers, has little impact on our results. 

Fifth, we introduce a novel approach for measuring the com-

ined strength of the many cross-industry agglomeration forces

epresented in our model. This is valuable because it provides a

onvenient way to assess the aggregate strength of these effects

nd may be useful for studying how these effects vary in differ-

nt circumstances. Our results suggest that a lower-bound estimate

f the agglomeration forces captured by our empirical model are

quivalent to a decadal city-size divergence rate of 1.6–2.3%. To our

nowledge this is the first paper to show how to measure the com-

ined strength of these many cross-industry connections. 

It is important to understand at the outset that the goal of this

aper is to assess the role of agglomeration economies in driv-

ng city employment growth in different industries, and thereby

ontributing to overall city growth. Because our interest is in city

rowth, our analysis focuses specifically on employment as the

utcome variable of interest. This is the natural object for our anal-

sis, and one of the few types of data that can be observed at a

ocal level, for many locations, over long time periods. 10 While the

ontribution of agglomeration economies to employment growth

s generated through improved productivity, there is not neces-

arily a one-to-one mapping between productivity and employ-

ent growth. For example, under certain circumstances productiv-

ty improvements may reduce employment growth. Thus, our re-

ults should not be interpreted as providing a full description of

he productivity effects of agglomeration economies. 

It is also important to note that this study focuses on dynamic

gglomeration economies, i.e., the influence of the current level

f economic activity on future growth. This approach is motivated

y the endogenous growth literature, and in particular the work

f Lucas (1988) , who emphasized the important role that local-

zed learning in cities is likely to play in generating sustained eco-

omic growth. In some sense our exercise can be thought of as

 step towards identifying the patterns that characterize endoge-

ous growth at the urban level. This approach contrasts with work

tudying static agglomeration effects, where the level of employ-

ent or output in one sector influences the level in another sector.
8 See Desmet and Rappaport (2017) . In contrast, Dittmar (2011) finds that Zipf’s 

aw emerged in European cities between 1500 and 1800, well before the beginning 

f our study period. 
9 See, e.g., Baines (1994) and Long and Ferrie (2004) . 

10 Other types of data, such as wages and rents, are more difficult to obtain in a 

onsistent way at the local level over long periods. 
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hile static agglomeration effects are worthy of study, ultimately

hey cannot provide a theory of sustained urban growth. 11 

This paper analyzes agglomeration patterns across sectors span-

ing the entire private-sector economy in all of the largest urban

enters in England for a period of sixty years. This broad approach

llows us to estimate general patterns and to assess their impor-

ance for long-run city development. An alternative strand of work

n agglomeration economies focuses on overcoming identification

ssues by comparing outcomes in similar locations, where some

ocations receive a plausibly exogenous shock to the level of lo-

al economic activity (e.g., Greenstone et al., 2010 and Kline and

oretti, 2013 ). This approach has the advantage of more cleanly

dentifying the causal impact of changes in local economic activity,

ut it may also be less generalizable and more difficult to apply

o policy analysis. Thus, we view our broader approach, which fol-

ows the work of Glaeser et al. (1992) , Henderson et al. (1995) , and

ore recently Ellison et al. (2010) , as complementary to studies

hat improve identification by focusing on specific shocks to local

conomic activity. 

The next section presents our theoretical framework while the

mpirical setting is discussed in Section 3 . Section 4 describes the

ata. In Section 5 we conduct a preliminary analysis that applies

xisting methodologies to our data. We then introduce our pre-

erred empirical approach in Section 6 . Section 7 presents the main

esults, while Section 8 examines the impact of city size and shows

ow this can be used to calculate the aggregate strength of the ag-

lomeration forces in our model. Section 9 concludes. 

. Theory 

While this paper is primarily empirical, a theoretical model is

seful in disciplining the empirical specification. Grounding our

nalysis in theory can also help us interpret the results while being

ransparent about potential concerns. 

The model is dynamic in discrete time. The dynamics of the

odel are driven by spillovers within and across industries which

epend on industry employment and a matrix of parameters re-

ecting the extent to which any industry benefits from learning

enerated by employment in other industries (i.e., learning-by-

oing spillovers). 12 These dynamic effects are external to firms, so

hey will not influence the static allocation of economic activity

cross space that is obtained given a distribution of technology lev-

ls. Thus, we can begin by solving the allocation of employment

cross space in any particular period. We then consider how the

llocation in one period affects the evolution of technology and

hus, the allocation of employment in the next period. The ben-

fit of such a simple dynamic system is that it allows the model to

ncorporate a rich pattern of inter-industry connections. 

The theory focuses on localized spillovers that affect industry

echnology and thereby influence industry growth rates. In this re-

pect it is related to the endogenous growth literature, particularly

omer (1986) and Lucas (1988) . This is obviously not the only po-

ential agglomeration force that may lie behind our results; alter-

ative models may yield an estimation equation that matches the
11 Some discussion of static vs. dynamic agglomeration forces is provided in 

ombes and Gobillon (2015) . Lee (2015) provides a recent example of a study fo- 

using on static agglomeration forces. He finds that static localized inter-industry 

pillovers were small and declining in the U.S. across the 20th century. This sug- 

ests that static agglomeration forces are unlikely to be behind the growth of cities 

uring this period. 
12 We have also explored models where technological progress is based on R&D 

ffort exerted by firms and the new technologies generated through R&D have 

pillover benefits for other local industries. Models of this type can generate the 

ame basic estimating equation that we obtain from our learning-by-doing model, 

ut to keep the theory succinct we focus only on the simpler learning-by-doing 

pillover model here. 
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ne we apply. However, because we are interested in dynamic ag-

lomeration, focusing on technology growth is the natural starting

oint. 

As is standard in urban theories, we assume that goods are

reely traded across locations and workers are free to move be-

ween cities. To keep things simple, our baseline model omits

ome additional features, such as savings and capital investment,

r intermediate inputs, that one might want to consider. In the

ppendix, we explore the impact of adding capital or intermedi-

te goods. 13 

.1. Allocation within a static period 

We begin by describing how the model allocates population

nd economic activity across geographic space within a static pe-

iod, taking technology levels as given. The economy is composed

f many cities indexed by c = { 1 , . . . C} and many industries in-

exed by i = { 1 , . . . I} . Each industry produces one type of final
ood so final goods are also indexed by i . 

Individuals are identical and consume an index of final goods

iven by D t . The corresponding price index is P t . These indices take

 CES form, 

 t = 

( ∑ 

i 

γit x 
σ−1 
σ

it 

) σ
σ−1 

, P t = 

( ∑ 

i 

γ σ
it p 

1 −σ
it 

) 1 
1 −σ

, 

here x i is the quantity of good i consumed, γ it is a time-varying

reference parameter that determines the importance of the dif-

erent final goods to consumers, p it is the price of final good i , and

is the (constant) elasticity of substitution between final goods. It

ollows that the overall demand for any final good is, 

 it = D t P 
σ
t p 

−σ
it 

γ σ
it . (1)

Production is undertaken by many perfectly competitive firms

n each industry, indexed by f . Output by firm f in industry i is

iven by, 

 ic f t = A ict L 
α
ic f t R 

1 −α
ic f t 

, (2)

here A ict is technology, L icft is labor input, and R icft is another in-

ut which we call resources. These resources play the role of loca-

ional fundamentals in our model. Note that technology is not spe-

ific to any particular firm but that it is specific to each industry-

ocation. This represents the idea that within industry-locations,

rms are able to monitor and copy their competitors relatively eas-

ly, while information flows more slowly across locations. 

Labor can move costlessly across locations to achieve spatial

quilibrium. This is a standard assumption in urban economic

odels and one that seems reasonable over the longer time hori-

ons that we consider. The overall supply of labor to the econ-

my depends on an exogenous outside option wage w̄ t that can

e thought of as the wage that must be offered to attract immi-

rants or workers from rural areas to move to the cities. 14 Thus,

ore successful cities, where technology grows more rapidly, will

xperience greater population growth. 

We also incorporate city-specific factors into our framework.

ere we have in mind city-wide congestion forces (e.g., housing

rices), city-wide amenities, and the quality of city institutions. We

ncorporate these features in a reduced-form way by including a

erm λct > 0 that represents a location-specific factor that affects
13 The inclusion of these elements does not change the basic estimating equation 

hat we obtain as long as we maintain the assumption of free mobility across loca- 

ions, though it can change the interpretation of the parameter estimates. 
14 This feature will capture demographic growth and the movement of workers 

cross cities and countries, an important feature of the empirical setting that we 

onsider. 
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t  
the firm’s cost of employing labor. The effective wage rate paid by

firms in location c is then w̄ t λct . In practice, this term will capture

any fixed or time-varying city amenities or disamenities that affect

all industries in the city. 

In contrast to labor, resources are fixed geographically. They are

also industry-specific, so that in equilibrium 

∑ 

f R ic f t = R̄ ic , where

R̄ ic is fixed for each industry-location and does not vary across

time, though the level of R̄ ic does vary across locations. This ap-

proach follows Jones (1975) and has recently been used to study

the regional effects of international trade by Kovak (2013) and Dix-

Carneiro and Kovak (2015) . These fixed resources will be important

for generating an initial distribution of industries across cities in

our model, and allowing multiple cities to compete in the same

industry in any period despite variation in technology levels across

cities. 

Firms solve: 

max 
L ic f t ,R ic f t 

p it A ict L 
α
ic f t R 

1 −α
ic f t 

− w̄ t λct L ic f t − r ict R ic f t . 

Using the first order conditions, and summing over all firms in a

city-industry, we obtain the following expression for employment

in industry i and location c 15 : 

L ict = A 
1 

1 −α

ict 
p 

1 
1 −α

it 

(
α

w̄ t λct 

) 1 
1 −α

R̄ ic . (3)

This expression tells us that employment in any industry i and lo-

cation c will depend on technology in that industry-location, the

fixed resource endowment for that industry-location, factors that

affect the industry in all locations ( p it ), city-specific factors ( λct ),

and factors that affect the economy as a whole ( ̄w t ). 

To close the static model, we need only ensure that income in

the economy is equal to expenditures. This occurs when, 

D t P t + M t = w̄ t 

∑ 

c 

λct 

∑ 

i 

L ict + 

∑ 

i 

∑ 

c 

r ict R̄ ic , 

where M t represents net expenditures on imports. For a closed

economy model we can set M t to zero and then solve for the equi-

librium price levels in the economy. 16 Alternatively, we can con-

sider a (small) open economy case where prices are given and

solve for M t . We are agnostic between these two approaches. 

2.2. Dynamics: technology growth over time 

Technological progress in the model occurs through localized

learning-by-doing spillovers that are external to firms. One impli-

cation is that firms are not forward looking when making their

employment decisions within any particular period. Following the

approach of Glaeser et al. (1992) , we write the growth rate of tech-

nology as, 

ln 

(
A ict+1 

A ict 

)
= S ict + εict , (4)
15 With constant returns to scale production technology and external spillovers, 

we are agnostic about the size of individual firms in the model. We require only 

that there are sufficiently many firms, and no firms are too large, so that the as- 

sumption of perfect competition between firms holds. 
16 To solve for the price levels in the closed economy case, we use the first order 

conditions from the firm’s maximization problem and Eq. (3) to obtain, 

p it = 

(
α

w̄ t 

) α
ασ−α−σ

(∑ 

c 

A 
1 

1 −α

ict 
R̄ ic λ

α
α−1 

ct 

) 1 −α
ασ−α−σ

( D t P 
σ
t ) 

α−1 
ασ−α−σ γ

σ(α−1) 
ασ−α−σ

it 
. 

This equation tells us that in the closed-economy case, changes in the price level for 

goods produced by industry i will depend on both shifts in the level of demand for 

goods produced by industry i represented by γ it , as well as changes in the overall 

evel of technology in that industry (adjusted for resource abundance), represented 

by the summation over A ict terms. 

f  

i  

r

 

t

l

 

here S ict represent the amount of spillovers available to a city-

ndustry in a period. Some of the factors that we might consider

ncluding in this term are: 

 ict = f 

(
within-industry spillovers , cross-industry spillovers , 

national industry technology growth, city-level aggregate

spillovers 

)
. 

We can use Eq. (4) to translate the growth in (unobserv-

ble) city-industry technology into the growth of (observable) city-

ndustry employment. We start with Eq. (3) for period t + 1 , take

ogs, plug in Eq. (4) , and then plug in Eq. (3) again (also in logs),

o obtain, 

n (L ict+1 ) − ln (L ict ) = 

(
1 

1 − α

)[
S ict + 

[ 
ln (P it+1 ) − ln (p it ) 

] 
+ 

[ 
ln (λct+1 ) − ln (λct ) 

] 
+ 

[ 
ln ( w̄ t+1 ) − ln ( w̄ t ) 

] 
+ e ict 

]
. (5)

here e ict = εict+1 − εict is the error term. Note that by taking

 first difference here, the locational fundamentals term R̄ ic has

ropped out. We are left with an expression relating growth in a

ity-industry to spillovers, city-wide growth trends, national indus-

ry growth, and an aggregate national wage term. 

The last step we need is to place more structure on the

pillovers term. Existing empirical evidence provides little guidance

n what form this function should take. In the absence of empirical

uidance, we choose a fairly simple approach in which technology

rowth is a linear function of log employment, so that 

 ict = 

∑ 

k 

τki max ( ln (L kct ) , 0) + ξit + ψ ct , (6)

here each τ ki ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter that determines the level of

pillovers from industry k to industry i . While admittedly arbitrary,

his functional form incorporates a number of desirable features. If

here is very little employment in industry k in location c ( L kct ≤
1), then industry k makes no contribution to technology growth

n industry i . Similarly, if τki = 0 then industry k makes no con-

ribution to technology growth in industry i . The marginal benefit

enerated by an additional unit of employment is also diminishing

s employment rises. This functional form does rule out comple-

entarity between technological spillovers from different indus-

ries. While such complementarities may exist, an exploration of

hese more complex interactions is beyond the scope of the cur-

ent paper. 

One feature of Eq. (4) is that it will exhibit scale effects. While

his may be a concern in other types of models, it is a desirable

eature in a model of agglomeration economies, where these pos-

tive scale effects will be balanced by offsetting congestion forces,

epresented by the λct terms. 

Plugging Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) , we obtain our estimation equa-

ion: 

n (L ict+1 ) − ln (L ict ) = 

(
1 

1 − α

)[
τii ln (L ict ) + 

∑ 

k � = i 
τki ln (L kct ) 

+ 

[ 
ln (P it+1 ) − ln (P it ) 

] 
+ ξit 

+ 

[ 
ln (λct+1 ) − ln (λct ) 

] 
+ ψ ct 

+ 

[ 
ln ( w̄ t+1 ) − ln ( w̄ t ) 

] ]
+ e ict . (7)
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18 See Platt (1996 , Ch. 6). 
19 See Thorsheim (2006) for details on environmental regulations in Britain during 

this period. 
20 In China, for example, employment shares of the primary, secondary and ter- 
This equation expresses the change in log employment in

ndustry i and location c in terms of (1) within-industry

pillovers generated by employment in industry i , (2) cross-

ndustry spillovers from other industries, (3) national industry-

pecific factors that affect industry i in all locations, (4) city-

pecific factors that affect all industries in a location, and (5) ag-

regate changes in the wage (and thus national labor supply) that

ffect all industries and locations. To highlight that this expression

ncorporates both within and cross-industry spillovers we have

ulled the within-industry spillover term out of the summation. 

This expression for city-industry growth will motivate our em-

irical specification. One feature that is worth noting here is that

e have two factors, city-level aggregate spillovers ( ψ ct ) and other

ime-varying city factors ( λct ), both of which vary at the city-year

evel. Empirically we will not be able to separate these positive

nd negative effects and so we will only be able to identify their

et impact. Similarly, we cannot separate positive and negative ef-

ects that vary at the industry-year level. Note that the inclusion of

he ξ it term in Eq. (7) allows for the possibility that some indus-

ries were growing much faster nationally than others, an impor-

ant feature of the empirical setting that we consider. 

In the absence of spillovers, and with common technologies

cross locations, the city size distribution in this model will be de-

ermined by the distribution of local resource endowments. Once

ocal technology spillovers are added, city sizes will be determined

y a combination of the initial resource endowment and the evolv-

ng technology levels. This hybrid of locational fundamentals and

ncreasing returns is consistent with some existing empirical re-

ults (e.g., Davis and Weinstein, 2002 and Bleakley and Lin, 2012 ).

nce spillovers are included, the dynamics of the system are com-

lex and depend crucially on the matrix of τ ki parameters. 17 Esti-

ating these parameters is the goal of our empirical exercise. 

While our model provides a theoretically-grounded estimation

pproach, this is not the only potential set of agglomeration forces

hat can yield an estimation equation that matches the one that

e will apply. There are at least two promising alternative theories

hat may yield similar expressions. One such theory could com-

ine static inter-industry connections, such as pecuniary spillovers

hrough intermediate-goods sales, with changing transport costs.

 second alternative combines static agglomeration forces with a

riction that results in a slow transition towards a static equilib-

ium. Our empirical exercises cannot make a sharp distinction be-

ween the mechanisms described in our framework and these al-

ernatives, so they should not be interpreted as a direct test of

he particular agglomeration mechanism described by the theory.

ather, our empirical results will provide evidence on the pat-

ern of within and cross-industry agglomeration benefits and pro-

ide some evidence on the types of inter-industry connections that

atter. Further work will be needed to unpack the specific mech-

nisms through which these inter-industry benefits occur. 

. Empirical setting 

The empirical setting used in this paper was chosen because of

he rich data available as well as the particularly clean environ-

ent it provides for testing models of agglomeration. Relative to

odern developed countries, British cities in the early 19th and
17 The dynamics of our model will also depend crucially on city-size congestion 

orces, which are not fully modeled here. Because the primary goals of this paper 

re empirical, we leave a full exploration of these dynamics for future work. It is 

lso worth noting that our model has the potential to reproduce some of the pat- 

erns of city and city-industry growth documented in Duranton (2007) . In partic- 

lar, under certain configurations of the matrix of spillover parameters our model 

ill feature a churning of industries across cities accompanied by slower changes 

n relative city size. As in Duranton (2007) , any such churning will be driven by 

ross-industry spillovers. 

t

W

o

1

L

w

c

a

d

0th centuries had few local regulatory constraints on economic

rowth. For example, the first national zoning laws were not in-

roduced in Britain until 1909, near the very end of our study pe-

iod. 18 Other regulations, such as environmental controls, were also

imited. 19 Of course, the government did have a role to play in the

conomy during this period. Examples of important national gov-

rnment programs include the Poor Law, which provided support

or unemployed workers and the destitute, the Factory Acts, which

egulated safety conditions in factories and limited child labor, and

ariff policy. Importantly, however, most of these policies applied

airly evenly across the country. At the local level, government reg-

lation was relatively weak and primarily directed towards sani-

ary improvements ( Platt, 1996 ). 

Lee (1984) reports that, in 1881, the middle of our study pe-

iod, the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors employed 12.5%,

2.6% and 34.7% of British workers, respectively. Thus, in terms of

conomic structure, among modern economies the setting that we

tudy was most similar to heavily industrialized developing and

iddle-income countries. 20 As a result, our setting can potentially

e used to shed light on such economies, while offering data that

re richer and cover a longer period than those available in most

odern developing economies. An additional benefit of focusing

n a historical setting is that eventually our results can be com-

ared to Britain in the modern period to begin understanding how

gglomeration forces evolve as countries develop. However, in this

tudy we end our study period in 1911 for two reasons. First, this

s the last census year before the First World War, which brought

assive disruption to the British urban system. Second, between

911 and the first census after the Second World War it is difficult

o generate consistent data series. 

There are two other features of the empirical setting that

hould be noted before we move on. First, this setting was char-

cterized by high levels of population mobility and rapid urban-

zation. 21 Second, this mobility was due in part to the highly de-

eloped British transportation system, which connected all of the

ities in our database. This system was relatively stable across our

tudy period. Due in part to the stability of this system, as well as

he importance of local resources such as coal, existing work sug-

ests that changes in transport costs had little impact on the lo-

ation of industry in Britain during this period ( Crafts and Mulatu,

006 ). 

. Data 

The main database used in this study was constructed from

ore than a thousand pages of original British Census of Popula-

ion summary reports. 22 The decennial Census data were collected

y trained registrars during a relatively short time period, usually

 few days in April of each census year. As part of the census, indi-

iduals were asked to state their occupation, but the reported oc-

upations correspond more closely to industries than to what we
iary sector in 2012 was 33.6%, 30.3% and 36.1% respectively, according to the CIA’s 

orld Fact Book. Other similar examples are Iran, with primary, tertiary and sec- 

ndary shares of 16.3%, 35.1% and 48.6% respectively, and Malaysia, with shares of 

1%, 36% and 53%. 
21 During this period the British population was “highly mobile” in the words of 

ong and Ferrie (2003) , while Baines (1985) shows that population growth in cities 

as due in large part to the arrival of new migrants, coming both from the English 

ountryside as well as Ireland, Scotland and Wales. 
22 This study uses the most updated version of this database (v2.0). These data 

nd further documentation can be found at http://www.econ.ucla.edu/whanlon/ un- 

er Research. 

http://www.econ.ucla.edu/whanlon/
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think of as occupations today. 23 A unique feature of this database

is that the information is drawn from a full census. Virtually every

person in the cities we study provided information on their occu-

pation and all of these answers are reflected in the employment

counts in our data. 24 

The database includes 31 cities for which occupation data were

reported in each year from 1851 to 1911, containing 28–34% of the

English population over the period we study. The geographic ex-

tent of these cities changes over time as the cities grow, a feature

that we view as desirable for the purposes of our study. 25 The On-

line Appendix provides a list of the cities included in the database,

as well as a map showing the location of these cities in England. In

general, our analysis industries cover the majority of the working

population of the cities, with most of the remainder employed by

the government or in agriculture. 

The industries in the database span manufacturing, food pro-

cessing, services and professionals, retail, transportation, construc-

tion, mining, and utilities. Because the occupational categories

listed in the census reports varied over time, we combined mul-

tiple industries in order to construct consistent industry groupings

over the study period. This process generates 26 consistent private

sector occupation categories. 26 Of these, 23 can be matched to the

connections matrices used in the analysis. Table in Appendix de-

scribes the industries included in the database. 

This study also requires a set of matrices measuring the pat-

tern of connections between industries. These measures should

reflect the channels through which ideas may flow between in-

dustries. Existing literature provides some guidance here. Marshall

(1890) suggested that firms may benefit from connections operat-

ing through input-output flows, the sharing of labor pools, or other

types of technology spillovers. The use of input-output connections

is supported by recent literature showing that firms share informa-

tion with their customers or suppliers. 27 To reflect this channel, we

use an input-output table constructed by Thomas (1987) based on

the 1907 British Census of Production (Britain’s first industrial cen-

sus). 28 We construct two variables: IOin ij , which gives the share of

industry i ’s intermediate inputs that are sourced from industry j ,

and IOout ij which gives the share of industry i ’s sales of intermedi-

ate goods that are purchased by industry j . One drawback of using
23 Examples from 1851 include “Banker”, “Glass Manufacture” or “Cotton manu- 

facture”. The database does include a few occupations that do not directly corre- 

spond to industries, such as “Labourer”, “Mechanic”, or “Gentleman”, but these are 

a relatively small share of the population. These categories are not included in the 

analysis. In 1921 the Census office renamed what had previously been called “occu- 

pation” to be “industry” and then introduced a new set of data reflecting occupation 

n the modern sense. 
24 This contrasts with data based on census samples, which often covers 5% or 1% 

of the available data. We have experimented with data based on a census sample 

(from the U.S.) and found that, when cutting the data to the city-industry level, 

sampling error has a substantial effect on the consistency and robustness of the 

results. 
25 Other studies in the same vein, such as Michaels et al. (2013) , also use 

metropolitan boundaries that expand over time. The alternative is working with 

fixed geographic units. While that may be preferred for some types of work, given 

the growth that characterizes most of the cities in our sample, using fixed geo- 

graphic units would mean either that the early observations would include a sub- 

tantial portion of rural land surrounding the city, or that a substantial portion of 

city growth would not be part of our sample in the later years. Either of these op- 

tions is undesirable. 
26 Individual categories in the years were combined into industry groups based 

on (1) the census’ occupation classes, and (2) the name of the occupation. Further 

details of this procedure are available at http://www.econ.ucla.edu/whanlon/ . 
27 For example, Javorcik (2004) and Kugler (2006) provide evidence that the pres- 

ence of foreign firms (FDI) affects the productivity of upstream and downstream 

domestic firms. 
28 For robustness exercises, we have also collected an input-output table for 1841 

constructed by Horrell et al. (1994) with 12 more aggregated industry categories. 

See Appendix for more details. 
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hese matrices is that they are for intermediate goods; they will

ot capture the pattern of capital goods flows. 

Another channel for knowledge flow is the movement of work-

rs, who may carry ideas between industries or generate other dy-

amic benefits. 29 To reflect this channel, we construct two differ-

nt measures of the similarity of the workforces used by different

ndustries. The first measure is based on the demographic char-

cteristics of workers (their age and gender) from the 1851 Cen-

us. These features had an important influence on the types of

obs a worker could hold during the period we study. 30 For any

wo industries, our demographic-based measure of labor force sim-

larity, EMP ij , is constructed by dividing workers in each industry

nto these four available bins (male/female and over20/under20)

nd calculating the correlation in shares across the industries. 31 

 second measure of labor-force similarity, based on the occupa-

ions found in each industry, is more similar to the measures used

n previous studies. This measure is built using U.S. census data

rom 1880, which reports the occupational breakdown of employ-

ent by industry. We map the U.S. industry categories to the cat-

gories available in our analysis data. Then, for any two industries

ur occupation-based measure of labor force similarity, OCC ij, is the

orrelation in the vector of employment shares for each occupa-

ion. 

Both the demographic-based and occupation-based labor force

imilarity measures are meant to capture the idea that firms can

enefit from sharing similar labor pools with other local indus-

ries. However, these two measures are meant to reflect two dif-

erent dimensions along which labor pooling can be constrained.

he demographic-based measure reflects the fact that the set of

ndustries available to workers can be constrained by their demo-

raphic characteristics, particularly in a historical setting such as

he one we consider. The occupation-based measure reflects a dif-

erent type of constraint, which is more dependent on a worker’s

ducation, experience and ability. Note that two industries could

se two sets of demographically similar workforces but with com-

letely different occupations, or vice versa, so it is plausible that

ne channel could matter when the other does not. 

. Preliminary analysis 

Before moving on to the main analysis, it is useful to begin by

nalyzing the data using standard tools from the existing litera-

ure. One natural starting point is to apply the agglomeration mea-

ure from Ellison and Glaeser (1997) to our data. These results, de-

cribed in Appendix Tables , show that the agglomeration patterns

bserved in our data are similar to those documented in mod-

rn studies. Specifically, Britain’s main manufacturing and export

ndustries, such as Textiles, Metal & Machines, and Shipbuilding,

how high levels of geographic agglomeration. Many non-traded

ervices or retail industries, including Merchants, Agents, Etc., Con-

truction, and Shopkeepers, Salesmen, Etc. show low levels of ag-

lomeration. Overall, the median level of industry agglomeration

s between 0.02 and 0.026, which is comparable to the levels re-

orted for the modern U.S. economy by Ellison and Glaeser (1997)
29 Research by Poole (2013) and Balsvik (2011) , using data from Brazil and Norway, 

espectively, has highlighted this channel of knowledge flow. 
30 The importance of the contribution made by industry demographics to ag- 

lomeration forces during the period that we study was specifically addressed by 

Marshall (1890) . He gives as an example the benefits that flowed between textiles 

and the metals and machinery industry due to the fact that the textile industries 

employed substantial amounts of female and child labor while metal and heavy 

machinery industry jobs were almost exclusively reserved for adult males. 
31 This is the most detailed breakdown by age and gender available in our data. 

http://www.econ.ucla.edu/whanlon/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jue.2017.01.001
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nd somewhat larger than the levels reported for the modern

ritish economy by Faggio et al. (in press) . 32 

Next, we investigate how results obtained using long-difference

egressions, in the spirit of Glaeser et al. (1992) and Henderson

t al. (1995) , compare to existing results. These long-difference re-

ression results, which are presented in the Appendix, are gener-

lly similar to the findings reported by Glaeser et al. (1992) , which

uggest that firms are likely to benefit primarily from spillovers

cross industries, rather than within industries. Our results con-

rast with those presented in Henderson et al. (1995) , which finds

vidence that within-industry effects were more important. As we

ill see, these basic patterns are largely consistent with the results

btained using our preferred estimation strategy, which we intro-

uce next. 

. Empirical approach 

The starting point for our analysis is based on Eq. (7) , which

epresents the growth rate of a city-industry as a function of

ithin and cross-industry agglomeration effects as well as time-

arying city-specific and national industry-specific factors. Rewrit-

ng this as a regression equation we have, 

 ln (L ict+1 ) = ˜ τii ln (L ict ) + 

∑ 

k � = i 
˜ τki ln (L kct ) + θct + χit + e ict , (8)

here � is the first difference operator, ˜ τii and ˜ τki include 1 / (1 −
) , θ ct is a full set of city-year effects and χ it is a full set of

ndustry-year effects. The first term on the right hand side repre-

ents within-industry spillovers, while the second term represents

ross-industry spillovers. 33 

One issue with Eq. (8) is that there are too many parameters for

s to credibly estimate given the available data. In order to reduce

he number of parameters, we need to put additional structure on

he spillover terms. As discussed in the previous section, we follow

ecent literature in this area, particularly Ellison et al. (2010) , by

arameterizing the connections between industries using the avail-

ble input-output and labor force similarity matrices 34 : 

˜ ki = β1 IOin ki + β2 IOout ki + β3 EMP ki + β4 OCC ki ∀ i, k . 

Substituting this into Eq. (8) we obtain: 

 ln (L ict+1 ) = ˜ τii ln (L ict ) + β1 

∑ 

k � = i 
IOin ki ln (L kct ) 

+ β2 

∑ 

k � = i 
IOout ki ln (L kct ) + β3 

∑ 

k � = i 
EMP ki ln (L kct ) 

+ β4 

∑ 

k � = i 
OCC ki ln (L kct ) + θct + χit + e ict . (9) 

nstead of a large number of parameters measuring spillovers

cross industries, Eq. (9) now contains only four parameters multi-
32 Using industry data for 459 manufacturing industries at the four-digit level and 

0 states, Ellison and Glaeser (1997) calculate a mean agglomeration index of 0.051 

nd a median of 0.026. For Britain, Faggio et al. (in press) calculate industry ag- 

lomeration using 94 3-digit manufacturing industries and 84 urban travel-to-work 

reas. They obtain a mean agglomeration index of 0.027 and a median of 0.009. Kim 

1995) calculates an alternative measure of agglomeration for the U.S. during the 

ate 19th and early 20th centuries, but given that he studies only manufacturing in- 

ustries, and given the substantial differences between his industry definitions and 

ur own, it is difficult to directly compare to his results. 
33 We purposely omitted the last term of Eq. (7) ,  ln ( ̄w t ) , because although it 

ould be estimated as a year-specific constant, it would be collinear with both the 

summation of) industry-year and city-year effects. Moreover, in any given year we 

lso need to drop one of the city or industry dummies in order to avoid collinearity. 

n all specifications we chose to drop the industry-year dummies associated with 

he “General services” sector. 
34 Adding an error term to this equation would imply heteroskedastic standard 

rrors, a possibility that is accommodated by our econometric approach, but would 

ot otherwise alter the basic estimation approach suggested by the theory. 
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t

lying four (weighted) summations of log employment. Summary

tatistics for the cross-industry spillover terms are available in

ppendix Table while the correlations between the cross-industry

erms are available in Appendix Table 7. 

There is a clear parallel between the specification in Eq. (9) and

he empirical approach used in the convergence literature ( Barro

nd Sala-i Martin, 1992 ). A central debate in this literature has re-

olved around the inclusion of fixed effects for the cross-sectional

nits (see, e.g., Caselli et al. (1996) ). In our context, the inclusion

f such characteristics could help control for location and industry-

pecific factors that affect the growth rate of industry and are cor-

elated with initial employment levels. However, the inclusion of

ity-industry fixed effects in Eq. (9) will introduce a mechanical

ias in our estimated coefficients ( Hurwicz, 1950; Nickell, 1981 ).

his bias is a particular concern in a setting where the time-series

s limited. Solutions to these issues have been offered by Arellano

nd Bond (1991) , Blundell and Bond (1998) , and others, yet these

rocedures can also generate biased results, as shown by Hauk and

acziarg (2009) . In a recent review, Barro (2015) uses data cover-

ng 40-plus years and argues (p. 927) that in this setting, “the most

eliable estimates of convergence rates come from systems that ex-

lude country fixed effects but include an array of X variables to

itigate the consequence of omitted variables.” Our approach es-

entially follows this advice, but with the additional advantage that

e have two cross-sectional dimensions, which allows for the in-

lusion of flexible controls in the form of time-varying city and

ndustry effects. 

There are two issues to address at this point. First, there could

e measurement error in L ict . Since this variable appears both

n the left and right hand side, this would mechanically gener-

te an attenuation bias in our within-industry spillover estimates.

oreover, since L ict is correlated with the other explanatory vari-

bles, such measurement error would also bias the remaining esti-

ates. We deal with measurement error in L ict on the right hand

ide by instrumenting it with lagged city-industry employment. 35 

nder the assumption that the measurement error in any given

ity-industry pair is iid across cities and time, our instrument is

 
Inst 
ict 

= L ict−1 × g i −ct , where L ict−1 is the lag of L ict and g i −ct is the

ecennial growth rate in industry i computed using employment

evels in all cities except city c , as in Bartik (1991) . 

Second, we are also concerned that there may be omitted vari-

bles that affect both the level of employment in industry j and

he growth in employment in industry i . Such variables could po-

entially bias our estimated coefficients on both the cross-industry

nd (when j = i ) the within-industry spillovers. For instance, if

here is some factor not included in our model which causes

rowth in two industries i and k � = i in the same city, a naive es-

imation would impute such growth to the spillover effect from k

o i , thus biasing the estimated spillover upward. Our lagged in-

trumentation approach can also help us deal with these concerns.

pecifically, when using instruments with a one-decade lag to ad-

ress endogeneity concerns the exclusion restriction is that there is

ot some omitted variable that is correlated with employment in

ome industry k in period t and affects employment growth in in-

ustry i from period t + 1 to t + 2 . Moreover, the omitted variable

annot affect growth in all industries in a location, else it would be

aptured by the city-year fixed effect, nor can it affect the growth

ate of industry i in all cities. 36 Thus, while our approach does not

llow us to rule out all possible confounding factors, it allows us

o narrow the set of potential confounding forces relative to most
35 This approach is somewhat similar to the approach introduced by Bartik 

1991) and has been suggested by Combes et al. (2011) . 
36 The results are not sensitive to the length of the lag used in the instrumenta- 

ion. We have experimented with two- and three-decade lags and obtained essen- 

ially the same results. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jue.2017.01.001
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37 We do not report first-stage results for our instrumental variables regressions 

because these involve a very large number of first-stage regressions. Instead, for 

each specification we report the test statistics for the Lagrange Multiplier under- 

identification test based on Kleibergen and Paap (2006) as well as the test static 

for weak instruments test based on the Kleibergen–Paap Wald statistic. It is clear 

from these statistics that weak instruments are not a substantial concern in these 

specifications. 
38 In a static context these are often referred to as localization economies. 
previous work in this area. Now, for the cross-industry case, the

summation terms in Eq. (9) such as �k � = i IOin ki ln ( L kct ) are instru-
mented with 

∑ 

k � = i IOin ki ln (L Inst kct 
) , where L Inst 

kct 
is as described above.

The estimation is performed using OLS or, when using instru-

ments, two-stage least squares. Correlated errors are a concern in

these regressions. Specifically, we are concerned about serial cor-

relation, which Bertrand et al. (2004) argue can be a serious con-

cern in panel data regressions, though this is perhaps less of a con-

cern for us given the relatively small time dimension in our data.

A second concern is that industries within the same city are likely

to have correlated errors. A third concern, highlighted by Conley

(1999) and more recently by Barrios et al. (2012) , is spatial cor-

relation occurring across cities. Here the greatest concern is that

error terms may be correlated within the same industry across

cities (though the results presented in Appendix 10.5.8 suggest that

cross-city effects are modest). 

To deal with all of these concerns we use multi-dimensional

clustered standard errors following work by Cameron et al.

(2011) and Thompson (2011) . We cluster by (1) city-industry,

which allows for serial correlation; (2) city-year, which allows for

correlated errors across industries in the same city and year; and

(3) industry-year, which allows for spatial correlation across cities

within the same industry and year. This method relies on asymp-

totic results based on the dimension with the fewest number of

clusters. In our case this is 23 industries × 6 years = 138, which

should be large enough to avoid serious small-sample concerns. 

In order to conduct underidentification and weak-instrument

tests while clustering standard errors in multiple dimensions, we

have produced new statistical code implementing the approach

from Kleibergen and Paap (2006) . This was necessary because ex-

isting statistical packages are unable to calculate these tests cor-

rectly when clustering by more than two dimensions. The proce-

dure used to generate these test statistics is described in Appendix

10.4.2. 

Finally, we may be concerned about how well our estimation

procedure performs in a data set of the size available in this study.

To assess this, we conduct a series of Monte Carlo simulations in

which we construct 500 new data sets with a size and error struc-

ture based on the true data, but with known spillover parameter

values. We then apply our estimation procedure to these simulated

data in order to obtain a distribution of placebo coefficient esti-

mates, which can then be compared to the estimates obtained us-

ing the true data. These simulations, which are described in more

detail in Appendix 10.4.1, suggest that our estimation procedure

performs well in datasets with a size and error structure similar

to the true data. 

To simplify the exposition, we will hereafter collectively re-

fer to the set of regressors ln ( L ict ) for i = 1 . . . I as the within

variables. Similarly, with a small abuse of notation the term

�k � = i IOin ki ln ( L kct ) is referred to as IOin , and so on for IOout,
EMP , and OCC . We collectively refer to the latter terms as the be-

tween regressors since they are the parametrized counterpart of

the spillovers across industries. 

7. Main results 

Our main regression results are based on the specification de-

scribed in Eq. (9) . The estimation strategy involves using four mea-

sures for the pattern of cross-industry spillovers: forward input-

output linkages, backward input-output linkages, and two mea-

sures of labor force similarity. Our main results, in Table 1 , con-

sider all four channels simultaneously, while Appendix 13 presents

regressions including one channel at a time. In Columns 1–3

of Table 1 we estimate a single coefficient reflecting within-

industry spillovers, while Columns 4–6 present results in which

we estimate industry-specific within-industry effects. These het-
rogeneous within-industry coefficients, which are not reported in

able 1 , will be explored later. Columns 1 and 4 presents OLS

esults. In Column 2 and 5 we instrument the within-industry

erms. 37 In Column 3 and 6 we use instruments for both the

ithin-industry and cross-industry terms. 

These results show strong positive effects operating through

orward input-output connections, suggesting that local suppliers

lay an important role in industry growth. The importance of lo-

al suppliers to industry growth is perhaps the clearest and most

obust result emerging from our analysis. There is little evidence

f positive effects operating through local buyers. The results also

rovide some evidence that the presence of other industries using

imilar occupations can have dynamic benefits. Also, the results in

olumns 1–3 suggest that own-industry employment is negatively

elated to subsequent growth. In addition, comparing the results

n Columns 1–3 with those in Columns 4–6 shows that allowing

or heterogeneity in the within-industry effects does appear to be

mportant. Finally, a comparison across columns for each spillover

easure shows that the IV results do not differ from the OLS re-

ults in a statistically significant way, suggesting that any mea-

urement error or omitted variables concerns addressed by instru-

ents are not generating substantial bias in the OLS results. More-

ver, the test statistics presented at the bottom of Table 1 suggests

hat our instruments are sufficiently strong. 

Based on the results from Column 6 of Table 1 , our preferred

pecification, a one standard deviation increase in the presence

f local suppliers increases city-industry growth by 14.4%. Turning

o the occupational similarity channel, a one standard deviation

ncrease in the presence of occupationally-similar local industries

eads to a 14.8% increase in city industry growth when using the

esults from Column 6 of Table 1 . Thus, both of these channels ap-

ear to exert a substantial positive effect on city-industry growth. 

Our analysis can also help us understand the strength of

ithin-industry spillovers, reflected in the ln ( L ict ) term in Eq. (8) . 38 

hen analyzing these results, it is important to keep in mind that

hey reflect the net effect of within-industry agglomeration forces,

hich may be generated through a balance between agglomeration

orces and negative forces such as competition or mean-reversion

ue to the diffusion of technologies across cities. We cannot iden-

ify the strength of local within-industry agglomeration forces in-

ependent of counteracting forces. However, it is the net strength

f these forces, which we are able to estimate, that is relevant

or understanding the contribution of within-industry agglomera-

ion forces to city growth. Thus, our results suggest that within-

ndustry agglomeration effects generally do not make a positive

ontribution to city employment growth. 

We have already seen, in Table 1 Columns 1–3, that the average

ithin-industry effect across all industries is negative, but there is

lso evidence that allowing heterogeneity in these effects is im-

ortant. We explore these heterogeneous within-industry effects in

ig. 1 , which presents coefficients and 95% confidence intervals for

ndustry-specific within-industry spillover coefficients from regres-

ions corresponding to Column 6 of Table 1 . In only one indus-

ry, shipbuilding, do we observe any evidence of positive within-

ndustry effects. This industry was characterized by increasing re-

urns and strong patterns of geographic concentration. All other in-

ustries exhibit slower growth in locations where initial industry
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Table 1 

Main results for cross-industry connections. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Log employment in 0.0421 0.0450 0.0388 0.1601 ∗∗∗ 0.1401 ∗∗∗ 0.1457 ∗∗∗

local supplier (0.0283) (0.0304) (0.0283) (0.0464) (0.0473) (0.0472) 

industries 

Log employment in 0.0334 0.0020 −0.0062 −0.0481 −0.0888 −0.1145 

local buyer (0.0301) (0.0319) (0.0300) (0.0693) (0.0700) (0.0725) 

industries 

Log employment in local 0.0036 0.0036 −0.0099 0.0445 0.1145 ∗ 0.0691 

industries using (0.0229) (0.0241) (0.0240) (0.0693) (0.0616) (0.0605) 

demographically 

similar workers 

Log employment in local 0.0413 0.0309 0.0270 0.1580 ∗∗ 0.1698 ∗∗ 0.1503 ∗

industries using (0.0363) (0.0341) (0.0345) (0.0777) (0.0845) (0.0854) 

similar occupations 

Log own-industry −0.0871 ∗∗∗ −0.0514 ∗ −0.0490 ∗

employment (0.0321) (0.0279) (0.0285) 

Observations 4253 3544 3539 4253 3539 3539 

Estimation Ols 2SLS 2SLS Ols 2sls 2sls 

Instrumented None Wtn Wtn-btn None Wtn Wtn-btn 

Within terms Homog Homog Homog Heter Heter Heter 

KP under 24.86 25.45 22.09 24.52 

KP weak 4677.9 858.6 52.36 35.68 

Multi-level clustered standard errors by city-industry, city-year, and industry-year in parenthesis. Significance 

levels: ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1. All cross-industry and within-industry connection variables have been 

standardized for comparability. Heterogeneous regressors within are included in Columns 4–6 but not dis- 

played. City-time and industry-time effects are included in all regressions but not displayed. 2SLS regressions 

use lagged instruments. Note that the number of observations falls for the instrumented regressions because 

the instruments require a lagged employment term. Thus, data from 1851 are not available for these regres- 

sions. Acronyms: Wtn = within , Btn = between . “KP under id.” denotes the test statistic for the Lagrange Mul- 

tiplier underidentification test based on Kleibergen and Paap (2006) . “KP weak id.” denotes the test statistic 

for a weak instruments test based on the Kleibergen–Paap Wald statistic. 

Fig. 1. Strength of within-industry effects by industry. Results correspond to the regression described in Column 6 of Table 1 . This figure displays coefficient estimates and 

95% confidence intervals based on standard errors clustered by city-industry, city-year, and industry-year. The regression includes a full set of city-year and industry-year 

effects as well as between terms. Both the within and between terms are instrumented using one-decade lags. 
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employment was large, after controlling for other forces. Within-

industry agglomeration benefits, it would appear, are more the ex-

ception than the rule. 

The results presented so far describe coefficients generated us-

ing all industries, where each industry is given equal weight. We

have also calculated weighted regressions, where the set of obser-

vations for each city-industry is weighted based on employment

in that city-industry at the beginning of each period. These re-

sults, available in Appendix 10.5.4, show qualitatively similar re-

sults to those shown above for the importance of local suppli-

ers, with only slightly smaller estimated coefficients. This provides

confidence that our main findings are not being driven by small

cities or industries. The weighted results also show stronger ev-

idence of a negative effect through the presence of local buyers,

but this finding appears to be quite sensitive to the set of indus-

tries included in the analysis. The agglomeration benefits from oc-

cupationally similar industries disappear when weighting by city-

industry size, suggesting that labor market pooling benefits may be

larger for small industries or in small cities. 

We have also investigated the robustness of our results to drop-

ping individual industries or individual cities from the analysis

database (see Appendix 10.5.2). These exercises show that the sig-

nificance of the estimates on the importance of local suppliers and

occupationally-similar industries are robust to dropping any city

or any industry. However, the estimated coefficient and confidence

levels for the impact of local buyer industries is sensitive to the

exclusion of particular industries. Specifically, when shipbuilding

is excluded we observe that the coefficient on local buyer indus-

tries becomes positive but not statistically significant. 39 This sug-

gests that in general the presence of local buyers may have a mild

positive effect on industry growth. In addition, we have explored

the sensitivity of our results to using alternative concave functional

relationships such as a square root or fifth root in place of the

log specification used in our main results. These results, available

upon request, show that our findings are not sensitive to these al-

ternatives. Also, in Appendix 10.5.5 we provide results where, as

the outcome variable, we look at city-industry employment growth

over two or three-decade differences. These deliver results that are

quite similar to those shown in Table 1 . 

We have also explored the robustness of our results to the

use of alternative connections matrices. In particular, in Appendix

10.5.7 we present results obtained while using the less detailed

input-output table constructed by Horrell et al. (1994) , which cov-

ers 12 more aggregated industry categories in 1841. When using

this alternative matrix we continue to find evidence of positive ef-

fects generated by the presence of local suppliers. These results

also suggest that local buyers may generate positive benefits, but

as before this result appears to be sensitive to the set of industries

included in the analysis. 

It is also possible to split our data in order to look at how

agglomeration forced differ across time. In Appendix 10.5.6 we

present results splitting the data in 1881. In these results we ob-

serve similar patterns in both the early and late years, though the

strength of the impact of local supplier industries and other occu-

pationally similar local industries increases in the later period. That

may indicate that these agglomeration channels strengthened as

the country developed, or they may be related to the introduction

of many new Second Industrial Revolution technologies, in areas

such as chemicals and electronics, during the 1881–1911 period. 

The results discussed so far reveal average patterns across all

industries. An additional advantage of our empirical approach is

that it is also possible to estimate industry-specific coefficients in
39 Shipbuilding stands out relative to the other industries because it is particularly 

reliant on local geography. 

s  
rder to look for (1) heterogeneity in the industries that bene-

t from each type of inter-industry connection or (2) heterogene-

ty in the industries that produce each type of inter-industry con-

ections. In Appendix 10.5.3, we estimate industry-specific coeffi-

ients for both spillover-benefiting and spillover-producing indus-

ries and then compare them to a set of available industry charac-

eristics such as firm size, export and final goods sales shares, and

abor or intermediate cost shares. With only 23 estimated indus-

ry coefficients we cannot draw strong conclusions from these re-

ationships. However, our results do suggest several interesting pat-

erns. The only clear result is that industries that benefit from or

roduce spillovers for other industries using occupationally-similar

abor pools tend to have a higher labor cost to sales ratio, a finding

hat seems very reasonable. We also observe a consistent negative

elationship between firm size and all types of inter-industry con-

ections. While this relationship is not statistically significant, it is

onsistent across all spillover types and it fits well with previous

ork highlighting the importance of inter-industry connections for

maller firms (e.g., Chinitz (1961) ). 

In Appendix 10.5.3 we look at how the estimated industry-

pecific within-industry coefficients are related to industry char-

cteristics. With such a small number of industry coefficients we

annot draw strong conclusions from these results. However, we do

bserve some evidence that within-industry connections are more

mportant in industries with larger firm sizes, which contrasts with

he consistent negative relationship that we observe between firm

ize and cross-industry spillovers. 

While the analysis described above focuses on spillovers occur-

ing within cities, we have also explored the possibility that there

ay be important cross-city effects. To explore cross-city effects,

e have run additional regressions including variables measuring

arket size as well as cross-industry spillovers occurring across

ities. Our results, reported in Appendix 10.5.8, suggest that cross-

ity effects are much weaker than within-city forces. This makes

ense given that we think that the shape of cities reflects the

apidly decaying strength of local agglomeration forces. We also

nd that accounting for cross-city effects has little impact on our

stimates of the strength of within-city agglomeration forces. 

. Strength of the agglomeration forces 

In this section we examine the relationship between city size

nd city-industry growth and show how our city-year effects can

e used to construct a summary measure of the aggregate strength

f the many cross-industry agglomeration forces present in our

odel. In standard urban models, the impact of agglomeration

orces is balanced by congestion forces related to city size, oper-

ting through channels such as higher housing prices or greater

ommute times. In our model, we have been largely agnostic about

he form of the congestion forces, which will be captured primarily

y the city-time effects. Thus, examining these estimated city-time

oefficients offers an opportunity for assessing the net impact of

ynamic congestion or agglomeration force related to overall city

ize. 40 Also, the difference between these estimated city-time ef-

ects and city growth rates must be due to the impact of the ag-

lomeration forces in the estimation equation. As a result, com-

aring the estimated city-time effects to actual city growth rates

llows us to quantify the combined strength of the many cross-

ndustry agglomeration forces captured by our measures. 

To gain some intuition into this comparative exercise, consider

he graphs in Fig. 2 . The black diamond symbols in each graph de-

cribe, for each decade starting in 1861, the relationship between
40 These results will reflect only the net impact of city size, including both con- 

gestion and agglomeration forces. 
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Fig. 2. City size and city growth. Solid lines: Fitted lines comparing actual city growth over a decade to the log of city size at the beginning of the decade. Dotted lines: 

Fitted lines comparing estimated coefficients from city-time effects for each decade to the log of city size at the beginning of the decade. Black diamonds: Plot the actual 

city growth over a decade against the log of city population at the beginning of the decade. Gray squares: Plot the estimated city-time coefficients over the same decade 

(the θ ct terms estimated using Eq. (9) ) against the log of city population at the beginning of the decade. The bottom right-hand panel compares the log of city population 

in 1851 to the average of city growth rates over the entire 1861–1911 period and the average of city-time fixed effects across the entire 1861–1911 period. 
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model. 
he actual growth rate of city working population and the log of

ity population at the beginning of the decade. The slopes of the

tted lines for these series fluctuate close to zero, suggesting that

n average Gibrat’s Law holds for the cities in our data. 

We want to compare the relationship between city size and

ity growth in the actual data, as shown by the black diamonds in

ig. 2 , to the relationship between these variables obtained while

ontrolling for within and cross-industry agglomeration forces.
his can be done using the estimated city-time effects represented

y θ ct in Eq. (9) . The gray squares in Fig. 2 describe the re-

ationship between the estimated city-year coefficients for each

ecade, ˆ θct , and the log of city population at the beginning of
ach decade. In essence, these are showing us the relationship be-

ween city size and city growth after controlling for national in-

ustry growth trends and the agglomeration forces included in our
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Table 2 

Aggregate strength of the agglomeration forces. 

Results based on un-weighted regressions 

Results based on θ c t Results for actual city growth Aggregate strength of agglomeration force 

Estimated city-size 

coefficient 

Implied divergence 

Beta 

Estimated city-size 

coefficient 

Implied divergence 

Beta 

(implied divergence rate per decade) 

1861–1871 −0.076 7.86% −0.056 5.71% 2.15% 

1871–1881 −0.062 6.38% −0.042 4.26% 2.12% 

1881–1891 −0.035 3.60% −0.015 1.53% 2.07% 

1891–1901 −0.014 1.43% 0.006 −0.61% 2.04% 

1901–1911 −0.046 4.70% −0.023 2.37% 2.33% 

Results based on regressions weighted by city-industry size in 1851 

Results based on θ c t Results for actual city growth Aggregate strength of agglomeration force 

Estimated city-size 

coefficient 

Implied divergence 

Beta 

Estimated city-size 

coefficient 

Implied divergence 

Beta 

(implied divergence rate per decade) 

1861–1871 −0.066 6.86% −0.051 5.23% 1.63% 

1871–1881 −0.052 5.29% −0.036 3.61% 1.67% 

1881–1891 −0.037 3.79% −0.021 2.13% 1.66% 

1891–1901 −0.026 2.64% −0.010 1.00% 1.64% 

1901–1911 −0.018 1.86% −0.002 0.20% 1.65% 

Column 1 presents the a 1 coefficients from estimating Eq. (10) for each decade (cross-sectional regressions). Column 2 presents the decadal convergence rates 

implied by these coefficients. Column 3 presents the b 1 coefficients from estimating Eq. (11) and Column 4 presents the decadal divergence rates implied by 

these coefficients. Column 5 gives the aggregate strength of the divergence force due to the agglomeration economies, which is equal to the difference between 

the decadal divergence coefficients in Columns 2 and 4. Results in the top panel are unweighted, while results in the bottom panel are from regressions in 

which each city-industry observation is weighted by the employment in that city-industry at the beginning of the period. 
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We can draw three lessons from these graphs. First, in all years

the fitted lines based on the ˆ θct terms slope downward more

steeply than the fitted lines for actual city growth. This suggests

that, once we control for cross-industry agglomeration forces, city

size is negatively related to city growth, consistent with the idea

that there are dynamic city-size congestion forces. Second, the dif-

ference between the slopes of the two fitted lines can be inter-

preted as the aggregate effect of the various agglomeration forces

in our model averaged across cities. Put simply, if we can add up

the strength of the convergence force in any period and compare

it to the actual pattern of city growth, then the difference must be

equal to the strength of the agglomeration forces. Third, the pat-

terns described in Fig. 2 appear to be close to linear in logs, sug-

gesting that these forces do not differ dramatically across different

city sizes. 

The strength of these effects can be quantified in terms of the

implied convergence rate following the approach of Barro and Sala-

i Martin (1992) . We run, 

ˆ θct = a 0 + a 1 ln (L ct ) + εct (10)

˜ θct = b 0 + b 1 ln (L ct ) + εct (11)

where ˆ θct is the estimated city-time effect for the decade from t to

 + 1 from a regression based on Eq. (9) (but omitting the within

terms, which clearly represent a convergence rather than a diver-

gence force), L ct is the working population of the city in year t , and
˜ θct is the industry-demeaned growth rate of city c from t to t + 1 . 41 

These regressions are run separately for each decade from 1861 to

1911, either with or without weighting each observation by initial

city-industry employment, and using lagged values as instruments

as in the main results. Convergence rates are then calculated using

the estimated a 1 and b 1 coefficients. A comparison of the a 1 and

b 1 coefficients describes, at the city level, the impact of accounting

for cross-industry spillovers. 

Results based on unweighted regressions are presented in the

top panel of Table 2 . The two left-hand columns describe the re-
41 That is, ̃ θct is the estimated value of θ ct obtained from the regression 

� ln (L ict+1 ) = θct + χit + e ict . 

 

t  

o  

t  
ults from Eq. (10) and the annualized city-size divergence rate im-

lied by these estimates. The next two columns describe similar

esults based on Eq. 11 . The difference between these two city-size

ivergence rates, given in the right-hand column, describes the ag-

regate strength of the agglomeration force reflected in the cross-

ndustry terms. These results suggest that the strength of city ag-

lomeration forces, in terms of the implied divergence rate, was

.0–2.3% per decade. In the bottom panel of Table 2 we calculate

imilar results except that the ˆ θct terms are obtained using regres-

ions in which each observation is weighted based on the employ-

ent in the city-industry at the beginning of each period. These

esults suggest a slightly weaker agglomeration force, equal to an

mplied divergence rate of 1.6–1.7% per decade. 

We can use a similar exercise to estimate the aggregate strength

f the convergence force due to within-industry effects. We begin

y estimating, 

 ln (L ict+1 ) = ˜ τii ln (L ict ) + θW I T HI N 
ct + χit + e ict . (12)

hich is just Eq. (9) with the cross-industry terms omitted. Next,

e use the estimated values of θW I T HI N 
ct to estimate, 

ˆ W I T HI N 
ct = d 0 + d 1 ln (L ct ) + εct . (13)

e then calculate the convergence force associated with the

ithin-industry terms using the same approach that we used pre-

iously, i.e. we compare the d 1 coefficients with the slopes esti-

ated using Eq. (11) . Table 3 describes the results. The negative

easured divergence force in this table highlights that within-

ndustry effects, on net, act as a convergence force. The strength

f this force is sensitive to whether the regressions are weighted,

hich suggests that the negative within-industry employment ef-

ects are likely to vary with initial city-industry employment. 

One caveat to keep in mind when assessing these results is

hat there are likely to be agglomeration forces not captured by

ur estimation, which would lead us to understate the strength of

he agglomeration forces. Also, some congestion forces may also be
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Table 3 

Aggregate strength of convergence forces due to the within-industry effects. 

Results based on un-weighted regressions 

Results based on θWI THI N 
ct Results for actual city growth Aggregate strength of agglomeration force 

Estimated city-size 

coefficient 

Implied divergence 

Beta 

Estimated city-size 

coefficient 

Implied divergence 

Beta 

(implied divergence rate per decade) 

1861–1871 -0.004 0.43% −0.056 5.71% −5.28% 

1871–1881 0.009 −0.87% −0.042 4.26% −5.13% 

1881–1891 0.034 −3.38% −0.015 1.53% −4.91% 

1891–1901 0.056 −5.41% 0.006 −0.61% −4.80% 

1901–1911 0.025 −2.48% −0.023 2.37% −4.85% 

Results based on regressions weighted by city-industry size in 1851 

Results based on θWI THI N 
ct Results for actual city growth Aggregate strength of agglomeration force 

Estimated city-size 

coefficient 

Implied divergence 

Beta 

Estimated city-size 

coefficient 

Implied divergence 

Beta 

(implied divergence rate per decade) 

1861–1871 −0.048 4.91% −0.051 5.23% −0.33% 

1871–1881 −0.033 3.38% −0.036 3.61% −0.24% 

1881–1891 −0.019 1.92% −0.021 2.13% −0.21% 

1891–1901 −0.008 0.81% −0.010 1.00% −0.20% 

1901–1911 0.0 0 0 -0.01% −0.002 0.20% −0.21% 

Column 1 presents the d 1 coefficients from estimating Eq. (13) for each decade (cross-sectional regressions). Column 2 presents the decadal divergence rates 

implied by these coefficients. Column 3 presents the b 1 coefficients from estimating Eq. (11) and Column 4 presents the decadal divergence rates implied by 

these coefficients. Column 5 gives the aggregate strength of the divergence force due to the agglomeration economies, which is equal to the difference between 

the decadal convergence coefficients. The negative values in Column 5 indicate that within-industry effects are, on net, a source of convergence across cities. 

Results in the top panel are unweighted, while results in the bottom panel are from regressions in which each city-industry observation is weighted by the 

employment in that city-industry at the beginning of the period. 
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aptured by our cross-industry terms. Similarly, there may be some

gglomeration forces captured by the within-industry terms, which

ill also not be reflected in our results. Thus, the strength of the

ross-industry agglomeration force measured here is likely to be a

ower bound on the true values. 

. Conclusion 

In the introduction, we posed a number of questions about the

ature of localized agglomeration forces. The main contribution

f this study is to provide a theoretically grounded empirical ap-

roach that can be used to address these questions and the de-

ailed city-industry panel data needed to implement it. We can

ow provide some answers for the particular empirical setting that

e study. First, we find evidence that cross-industry agglomeration

conomies were more important than within-industry agglom-

ration forces for generating city employment growth. Within-

ndustry effects are, on net, generally negative. This suggests that

ocal clusters of firms working in the same industry, which have at-

racted substantial attention, are unlikely to deliver dynamic bene-

ts. Second, our results suggest that industries grow more rapidly

hen they co-locate with their suppliers or with other industries

hat use occupationally-similar workforces. This result is in line

ith arguments made by Jacobs (1969) , as well as recent empirical

ndings. We document a clear negative relationship between city

ize and city growth that appears once we account for agglomera-

ion forces related to a city’s industrial composition. This suggests

hat Gibrat’s Law is generated by a balance between agglomera-

ion and dispersion forces. An estimate of the overall strength of

he agglomeration forces captured by our approach, in terms of the

mplied annual divergence rate in city size, is 1.6–2.3% per decade.

The techniques introduced in this paper can be applied in any

etting where sufficiently rich long-run city-industry panel data

an be constructed. Recent work has made progress in constructing

ata of this type for the U.S. in both the modern and historical pe-

iod. Applying our approach to these emerging data sets is another

romising avenue for future work. 
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